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Technical Skills

Projects
Succulents and Cacti Store - Live | Github




Glued together Redux with React.js to communicate
with components through a common store and props
Incorporated Materializes’ grid system to focus on
enhancing the customer’s UI and UX
Used PHP backend to allow CRUD operations within
MySQL for a user’s shopping cart

Job Tracker - Live | Github

Strong:
JavaScript(ES5/ES6), jQuery, HTML5,
CSS3, OOP, React.js, Redux, JSON,
AJAX, Axios, APIs, Sass, Materialize



Experienced:
MySQL, PHP, Ubuntu, XAMPP, AWS
EC2, Regex, Canvas, WordPress, Node.js,
Apache2, Flexbox, Bootstrap, Arduino



Tools:
Github, Git Bash, AWS , Chrome Dev
Tools, Meistertask, Trello, VS Code,
Agile Method, Figma, DB Designer,
Postman, Slack

Agile Process Spitballer - Live | Github








Education
University of California, Irvine
B.A. in Business Economics
Minor in Accounting
LearningFuze, Irvine
Accelerated Web Development Program



Over 70 hours of coding per week
Students are immersed in a full stack
to learn the fundamentals of web and
software development with over 800
hours of work

Additional Information
Hobbies: I love going hiking not only for
the view, but the cutest dogs I get to pet
during the hike.
Fun Fact: I speak conversational
Vietnamese and can catch food with my
mouth from far distances. I am currently
on a mission to find the best salt &
vinegar potato chip.



Implemented a mobile responsive full stack project
using PHP to interact with the server side, and React.js
styled with Materialize to manipulate the client-side
Used Redux to achieve a functional sign in, sign up,
and sign out system for users and guests
Utilized Meistertask to coordinate sprints, swim lanes,
and scrums by following the Agile Methodology
Applied React-Router to make a Single Page
Application and to pass information from page to page
Utilized 4 different API’s to make AJAX calls to
cohesively put together an application that assists in
ideation creation in the agile method
Developed application with OOP format in 48 hours
and worked in teams to better communicate and
understand the importance of Github and merging
Applied HTML5, CSS3, Flexbox, and media queries
to achieve a responsive layout for the board

Professional Experience
STEM Instructor | Brainstorm





2018-2019

Instructed and educated students in science,
technology, engineering, and math related curriculum
Used different technology software instruments such as
Arduino Esplora, Scratch, NXTs, EV3, and Bloxels to
help students explore simple programming and
encourage them to think in a programmatic manner
Enforced classroom management to foster a creative
and productive learning environment

Tax/Audit Intern | Novogradac & Company LLP




2017

Worked for 60+ hours per week in teams to prepare
yearly audits and taxes for clients
Prepared and reviewed detailed financial statements
Coordinated with clients by meeting to fulfill and
understand the client’s exact needs and concerns

